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Get messy outdoors, with our interactive guide

which aims to show the benefits of playing with

mud. Not only is this a fun activity for your little

ones but it helps their cognitive and physical

development. In this guide, you will uncover

Newby Leisure’s natural mud kitchens, carefully

designed and manufactured for your child’s

development.

Marvellous Mud!



"Newby Leisure are and will always be our preferred suppliers. You
tick all the boxes for us. The quality of materials, the workmanship
and the first class team are just the ticket. With us there's a project
every year if we can afford it. The sketches always help us visualise
the end result,  but Newby Leisure has never failed to make the end
project look soo much better than the sketch. 
 

- Elston All Saints Anglican/ Methodist Primary School 

Mud Sink

Utility Kitchen

Creative Kitchen

NLCOM-110

NLCOM-119

NLCOM-169



Mud Kitchen
NLCOM-112

Messy Corner Kitchen
NLCOM-150

"We loved ordering online.       
 So easy and quick. Brilliant
service as ever. Thank you!
 - Laura Cook

Wyndham Park Nursery 



Mud kitchens are fun, whatever the

weather! Children learn that mud changes

depending on the season - mud in all its

glory, melting, drying and freezing.

of mud play!

Mud kitchens are designed to get

children involved with picking up a range

of utensils and objects. By participating

in this activity children naturally build

their fine motor skills.

Our mud kitchens are designed to

engage children in literacy activities

such as, reading and writing down their

favourite recipes.

Benefits

PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT

LITERACY SKILLS

ROLE-PLAY
Mud kitchens encourage children to

role-play adults - mimicking their mum

and dads cooking tea!

UNDERSTANDING THE
OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT

The

Wooden Workbench
NLCOM-196



Problem-solving is prevalent whilst

children are playing with mud. For

example, they try to understand

how to change the consistency of

the mud and how to mix it with

other ingredients to form a recipe.

COOPERATIVE PLAY
Mud kitchens encourage children to play

together where they build skills in

negotiation and teamwork.

COMMUNICATION
Playing with mud has many

benefits. Children learn new

vocabulary whilst they play -

“scooping, mixing, crushing and

squashing”.

PROBLEM SOLVING

Mini Corner Mud Kitchen
NLCOM-176
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